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AbetX'act

This report describes the d.esign and testin8 of a 1.17 -Bev/c: separated

K- beam d.esilned. in the fall of 1958 in connection with a IS-in. hydrogen bubble

chamber experiment. At the tar.et the K- /tr- ratio was 1/14:0. Atthechamber,

4.0 K- - meson clecay lenatha from the tarlet, and after two atal.s of electro-

magnetic separation, the K- /1(- ratio was 12.5. corresponding to a total pion
5... ..

suppression by a. factor of about 10. The K flux at the chamber was 0.87K

mesons per 1010 protons impinging on the target.
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A SEPARATED 1. 17-Bev/c K- MESON BEAM.

Phillippe Eberhard, Myron L. Good, and Harold K. Ticho t

LawrenceRadiation Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley. California

December 30. 1959

Introduction

Durin. the fall of 1958 a beam of nelative K mesons o11V1.2 Bev/c

momentum was required atthe Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in connection with

an experiment involving the 1Seine hydrogen bubble chamber. In counting experi-

mente it ia possible to diatinsuish the K mesons from the much more copion.

pion nux by time-oi-night and C~renkov counter techniques. Suchtechniques

could also be u8ed for bubble chamber re8earch. However, the beam levels in

the Bevat ron ( AI 2;( 10 11 protons per pulse) and the exi sting focusing equipment

(S-in. -bore quadrupole len8es) aresuchthat the nwnber of K me.ona that

could be guided from target tochamberi. much larger than the number the

chamber can use. Under these circumstances it becomes highly ad.vantageous

to increase the target-to-chamber distance 80 that, while a large fraction ol the

K me80DS decayin flight, the intervening apace may beusedto effect a spatial

separation ofthe K mesons from the pion background. A beam of this character

i8 described in the following report.

. '

This work was done under the au.pice. of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commi.sion.

t Permanent addres8: Physics Department, University of California, I..,o8 Angele8.
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In view of the fact that the momentum dispersion of beams from the

Bevatron imposes symmetry about the median plane only, it aeemed. desirable to

adopt a separation scheme in which the pions to be rejected. would be deflected out

of the median plane. A velocity apectrometer with. a horizontal malnetic field H

and a vertical electric field E has sucha character. Such spectrometers, with

deflection plates Z30 in. long and capable of supporting "-'400 kv. had recently
. 1

become available at the laboratory for enriching antiproton beams. When a

beam of particles of momentum P and of various ma8se. i. shot into sucha

spectrometer. particle. with velocity

"0 I:

E
(1)

H

continue undeflected, while others suIfer deflections a out of the media.n plane:

. A._c -
Po P

(2a)

with

1
Po a:V-.d

1 1A = -- - ,
~ 130

,
(Zb)

(lc)

where P i8 the particle momentum in ev/e V is the potential applied to the.

plates in volts, I and d are the length and separation ol the plates, respectively.

and. A i8 the deviation of (1/13) of the particle from 1/1'0. In the relativistic

domain (pi.,. » 1), we have
z Z

a PI. t1- """ 0-v
Po zp3

(3)

where tJ.O i8 the maS8 of the particle to which Eq. (1) applies and "'1 is the ma..

of the particle to be dellected. In Fig. 1. the &nIle G of pions relative to Kft

1
Coombes, Cork, Galbraith. Lambert,ol1. anc! Wenzel. Phys. Rev. liZ,

1303 (1958).
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meson. ani angle 0. of protons relative to K mesone are plotted aa functionsp

of the momentum P. A very d.esirable feature of the velocity spectrometer aa

a separation device lies in the fact that very large momentum ChaDIe. are required

in order that pions or protons ha.",'e the same de fleet ion as K mesons; for

example. the spectrometer deflects equally pion. with 0.33 Bev/c. K. mesons

'With 1.17 Bev/c. and proton. with Z.Z3 Bev/c. Thus therequirementon the initial

momentum seleetion 18 mild.

An elementarysystem utilizing a. velocity spectrometer is shown in Fig. Za.

The lens produces at ~ distance q an image of size I of a tal"let of size 0 located

at a distance p. On the way to the lens the beam passes throuah a momentum
r

analyzer M; on the way from the lens to the image the beam pas.es through the

velocity spectrometer. The crucial quantity 18 evidently tbe ratio '1 of sepa.ration S tc

image size I:

S11=-=
I

.!E. (1- !... ) .
0 Zq

(4)
.

The q could be increased 'by movin. the lens to the other side of the

spectrometerwith a proportional d.ecrease of the acceptance angle w ~ dip.

Eqqation '(4) show. that to utilize the full potentialities of the spectrometer. q

should be much larger than I. For this reason the system shown in Fig. Zb

was adopted; q ia now effectively infinite, hence E:q. (4) becomes

11a !!.. . (4&)
0

Further im1*°vement of 11 can be achieved only at the expense of w.

In fact. since 8. i8 inversely proportional to fIl, it is clear that the product

f1<I)can be improve. only by increa8in. the prod.uet V.I or deerea81qthe ei..
Zof o.

2Forfurther cSi.cue.ion of optical systems for separators a.a E. D. Courant

and R. Cool, Proceedings of the International Conference on High Ibergy Accelerator s

and Instrumentation (CERN, Geneva, 1959). p. 403.
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whether a system such as that proposed in Fig. Zb is, in fact, pra.ctical

dependson (a) how much bilger the actua.l images are than those Ii'yen by

geometrical optics, and (b) how well one can prevent scattered pions from

sneaking into the K image.

Thereare many causes that tend to extend the region where particles

~t beyond the confines of the geometrica.l imale. Among these, the most important

a.re the chromatic and nonlinear aberration. of the focusing quadrupole.. the

multiple scattering of the particles as they pass through the exit thin window

of the ace elerator. and the "halo" around the tar set due to decay. of pions a.nd

strange particles. For all these reaSOl1S it set1med desirable to stop the pions in

an absorberand use the K-rne8on image as a source for another complete state

of separation. This double saparation is shown in Fig. 3.

In comparison with. say. simply doubling the length ol the spectrometer,

this arrangementoffers several distinct advantaaea. The problem of scattered

particles doe. not exist in the second stage in the same way a8 in the first atale.

Instead. one must be concerned only a.bout the possibility that at the second. slit.

the image of the lirst slit. which ie out.of-focU8 due to off-momentum scattered

particle. pas sing throup it, will overlap the second K-meaon lmaae. Such particles

can be eliminated by a final bending magnet. The target halo naturally does not

exist lor the second stage. Finally, the vacuum system required tor the spectrometer

can be extended throujh the qua.drupole lense. all the way from one .Ut to the other.

Thus multiple scattering is eliminated as a source of und.esired. particles.
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Detailed Con.tei.ration 01 the Apparatus

A sketch ofthe~m~"~inr_g~'iEL.&.. 4" The .econdary particle.

resulting from the bombarclment 01 . target in the Bevatron aremomentum-analyaed

by the Bevatroa mapetic field.. Thos. with a 1.17 - lSevIc momentum .move aloBI

the indicated trajectory, leave the Bevatron vacuum .ystem throu,h the thin window,

and enter the system throUlh a aeries of collimators placed in a mapetic shield..

Thi. ahield ie located in a larle hole cut into the return lel8 of the Bevatron

malnet. The magnetic shield. prevents the inhomogeneou8 magnetic field in this

hole from caueinl aberrationa of the tarlet image. The firet quadrupole lena .ystem

then forms an eS8entially parallel beam for the 8pectrometer an4 the .yetem

continues as shown in Fil. 3, except that the frin.e field of the final bending

magnet ia al80 u.see! for vertical focueiDa of the 'beam.

The characteristic. of the various components will next be eliscus8ed in

detail.

Tariet

The location of the target i. established by the requirement that 1.17 -Bev/e
0

particles emitted at 0 with reapect to the proton beam pas. throu.h the center

of the bole in the leg alab. The LawrenceR.adiation Laboratory haa a.a IBM 650

"

,\

Code (ETHELBEllT) which computes particle trajectories in the median plane of

the Bevatron, liven the initial position, direction, BAd momentum of the partIcles.

It can a180 performa perturbation calculation to determine their vertical motion

once the orbit in the median plane is knows. A detailed discu..ion pi the optical

considerations of the Bevatron £rinae field. i8 out of place here. It suffices to state

~ a.tagi'VenriementWn.t&.e"~1~c~4.l1eflUhEVh.dr~ai'plan~ ~"ppea~ to come

~a7Pomt ~~'YHmftie~~fiWeMrtiftlA4ltk~6~g~n~

in the vertical plane. As a result of aberration etuc11es to follow. the horizontal.
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and vertical apertures of the first quadrupole den. had to 'be limited. to 5.5 in. and l.O in.,
-l

respectively. The corresponding ..gular apertures at the target were 7.Z~~10

, -3
rac1iane and .oX 10 racUans, resulting in an acceptance 8011danale of

-4
4.3)( 10 sterac1.

The height of the tar,et, 0 in ES. (4) and (48.), i. of cour8e of crucial

importance for the ''lce... of the aeparation scheme. In the direction of the

beam. the thin window had. a thickness of 165 ml of AI and hence an rme

projected scattering angle of 1.16x 10.3 radian. At the vertical virtual target

position this corresponds to an efleetive target height of 0.1 in. Since the actua.l

targetl'hij/ght is demagnifiecl by a factor of 0.55, a O.llS-in. -high target increa.ee

the apparant target height due to multiple scattering by only 15'0. . Hence a

0.1 Z5-in. -high target was adopted.

Tests were run to establish whetber a tar,et of thi. height could beused

without 1088 of beam. In these teats. target. of various shap.s mad.e of plastic

8cintiUator weremounted on a pinwheel target holder and. viewed directly by a

photomultiplier. Compared to a large target. which by hypothesis collected

loo~t of the beam, targets 0.ll5 in. hilh and 0.50 and. O.Z5 in. along the radial

direction collected 70'£ and 50% of the beam. respectively.

0.50 in. was selected for the target.

A radial dimension of

Two tarlets were chosensuchthat eacheould be flipped to the correct

position in the Bevatron. One. made of aluminum. waa 5 in. in the beam direction,

and tbe oth$r. of tantalum was 3.3 ift. long. On the basis ofa geometricm.eaD

free path for the beam proton. anct the emitted K mesone, tantalum. should live

1.3 tim.es the K yield of aluminum.
:3 -/ ...

3 ~ 0experiment, the K 1f ratio at the target was known to be 0.007 . 0.00 "or ()

and polyethylene; from a previous antiproton experiment, 4:the forward 1.15-Bev/c

3Frank. S. Crawford, Jr. ~LaW1'ence Radiation Laboratory, private communication.

From a previou8 associate4-production

4Cork, Lambertson, Piccioni, and tV'enzel, Phys. Rev. 107, 148 (1957).-
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pion llux from a 6-in. -long 'beryllium target was known to be in excess of 3700

pions/tolO p:roton./miUi.te~adian/l~, AP/P. As is shown below, the momentum

interval accepted by the system was Z.5!9., ud the length of the entire apparatu8

was 1310 in. (80 that only 1. 9~ of the g'" mesons emitted by the target survived).

When all these facto!'s. were combined. the minimum expected number of K-

/ 10
m.eson8 was 0.33 10 proton. for the aluminum target.

Spectrometers

A cross-sectional view of the velocity spectrometer is shown in Fig. 5.

The coils are connected so as to generate a horizontal field; the waU. A and B 01

the iron box serveas pole laces, E and F as return paths. The stainles. steel

plates C and D provide the coil form and are welded to plate. A and B to

complete the vacu.um enclosure. The electrostatic defiection plates. 130 in. lonl.

were made of O.063-in. ..thick stainless steel sheet 6-3/4 in. .wiele. and were

spotwelded to 2-in. ...diameter stainless steel pipe which a180 went around. the

ends. Aa a result of past experience with .parking it was decided to separate

the ]plates Z.5 in. By electrolytic:...tank mapping it was found that when theplate8

were attached~. below the tops of the pipee, the field betweel\ the plate.

. was constant to IV/oto 4 in. f&un::t"eliC~Hf(~.!Aphotographofthe plate assembly is shownir
Fi g0 60

The uniformity ol the electric and. magnetic fields is crucial lor the success

of the separation scheme. .At 1.17 Bev/c when the electric and magnetic lorce.

on the K m.esons cancel. they tail to cancel for pions Dy only 7.1~iI. In order to

prevent the spectrom.eters from introducing significant aberrations. the £ielda

in the region used wereheldconstant to le.. than l<ftJ. The magnetic field was £oun4

to be constant to 0.3411.1. On the other hand. maintaining the plate spacing constant

to 0.025 in. proved troublesome. At the time of inst.allation the m.an separations

(averaged over the leQph of the plates) on the two side. of the plate. differed by
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only 0.0006 in. At the end. of the bake-out period the c1ifference hacI incl'ea..d

to 0.009 in. Unfortunately it could not be ascertained. what it was at the end of

3 months of operation. Each plate had its own Cockcroft- Walton rectifier- ...oae

positive. the other negaUve with respect to ,roUAd. The sum of the two voltalee.

a. metered by a resistive divider. was electronically :re.wated Dy cOAtrolina the

input power. The deflect." piOD.Ham W.. \18.d ..e final volta.. ataadarcL

Alter the spectrometer. hadbeenin operation for 80me time the curve

given ia Ft8. 7. of .park rate of ~ spectrometer. coanected in parallel vereus

volta,e was obtained. As a I'esult of this iatormatiOD. J80 kv was choaen .a the

jJotential between the plates. Toward. the eDd of tbe run, a Z4..hour periocl.

chosen at random.. shoWI a mean spark rate of 0.41 spark per minute. in

a,reement with Fi,. 7. There wae therefore no evitieDce of proare..ive

deterioration (in spite of the fact that a few time. air was accidentally admitted
,

to the spectrometers due to forevacuum failures). The .park rate was indepencl.ent
if -4 -10.. pressure in the rani. of 10 to 10 rnm Ha.

The high-vacuum systems of the spectrometer. were extended throupthe

quadrupole. and. terminated. in O.OZO-in. Al windows near the imag.., as sho'Wft.
in Fig. 4. At the up8tream end. where the vacuum sy.t'm hadtohe terminated

verynearthe lens 1.01'safety reasons, a 0.006-111. Be window was used. A

O.OOZ-in. Mylar ba, fill8" With helium extended from there to the thin window

of the Bevatron. The totalmmultiple scattering aue to the Mylar, helium. and
-4

beryllium amounted to 3. SX 10 radian and increased. the effective height of the

virtual object to 0.148 in.

From Eq. (Z) and the data of this section. Gat 1.11 Bav/e i8 Z.3aX 10.'11

radian. The magnetic field required. in order that the K meson. sati.l, E:q. (1)

18 Z16 ,au...
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Beam Optics

Substituting the appropriate quantities into Eq. (4) pves 't);: l.as if

that target is taken to " 0..148 in. hiah and. uniformly illuminated (rather tb.an

the actual multiple...acatteriaa Gau..ian distribution). This doe8 not leave

much margin for poor focu8ing anti aberration8. Therefore. the quad.rupole.

and the bending mapet were Bu'bjet:ted to a careful study.

For these studies the usual wire-orbit method was used, but cQBsid.erable

effort was devoted to increasing ita precision. Whereverthe position of the

wire had to be measuredin space low power microscope. were mounted on a

rectangular frame which' could be moved in the plane perpendicular to th~ wire

by means of lead screws. Wire-position measurement. were then generally

reprod.ucible to 0.1 rntn. Both because the opticAl of the beam required it and

because it fa<:ilitated the treatm.ent of the quad.rupole as a thick lena in8ubseq,uent

calculations. the wire wae always sent into the focueins cilvic;e parallel to the

optic axis. AIJ a result, focal point. and. principal plane. could be established

at once.

Each quadrupole lens con8iste.d of three 8...in. -bore section.. the outside

ones 16 in. lon, and the central one 3Z in. The section. were spaced 9 in. apart.

In order to a.void an excessive number of free parameters and. also to have

principal planes loca.ted symmetrically about the quadrupole, the two outside

sections were operated at the same current. Figures 8 and 9 show examples

of the chDornatic and nonlinear aberrations for such a lena system when it was

adjusted 80 that the CDC (convergent, divergent. converlent) and. DCD focal

pointecoincided 1S2 in. from the center of the lens system. The nonlinear

aberration curve ie tha.t lor the aberration which is of greate8t interest for the beam
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geometryof this experiment: the variation of the foca11ength in the vertical.
plane for paraxial ray. as they are displaced horizontally. As a result of

such measurementsthe ODD condition was selected for the more critical

vertical plane in spite of it, Ireater chromatic aberration. The character of

the nonlinear aberration luggests that it ia primarily due to imperfections of the

field configuration.

Preliminarymeasurements of the same aberra.tion on the final bending

magnet (36 in. long, 18 in. wide, with a 4 in. gap, and required to produce to
. ,

300 bend) .howed that its local length in the vertical plane varied by more than

a factor of two when the rays were displaced laterally by 4 in. Thi. was d.ue in

part to the fa.ct that the constant field lines were not parallel to the iron edgea

and in part to nonuniformitie8 of the field inside (at 19.500 gau..). It was found

that this condition could be corrected. by increasing the lap to 8 in. and placing

shims along the side edges of the pole faces a. shown in Fig. lOa; the field at

thecenterof the magnet then varied {rom one side totheothera. shown in Fig. lOb,

and the focal point in the vertical plane varied as shown in Fig. IOc. The

abscissa. in this case is the horizontal position where the wire c;rossed the center

of the magnet. Evidently there flOWexists an a-in. -wide region where the focal

length varies by lessthan * 7.§t;;.

A sketch of the optical arrangementfinally cho8en is 8ho~ in Fig. 11.

With regardto the horiaontal plane, it should be observed that the first quadrupole

forms a real image of the target in the second quadrupole. and the final quadrupole

forme an image of this image at the second slit. Becauseof the momentum

dispersion due totheBevatronfield, images of different momenta, then appea.r

along the H line in the second quadrupole. A collimator situated in this region

was used to define the momentum interval transmitted to the remaind.er of the apparatus.
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As a result of vertical.image-profile calculations 'based on. the mea8ureau~nt8

of chromatic and nonlinear aberration.. this collimator was cho.en to transmit

a Z.5C}tmomentum interval. JI)th~b..~.p1an'8')~..~Jsepbmi,t;.jt. ~:e(:~nd

quadrupole tJm.ass(t-- ~el;~r as a field lent directing off-momentum particles

back into the third quadrupole. At the ..cone! slit the h01"izOtltal image 01 the

O.5-in. -wide target ..as 3.7 in. The m01'J\entum 4ispersion at the .econd .Ut

wae 3.14 in. /1'1\ AP / P. of which 1.02 ift. /1% AP / P due to the final bending rnapu~t. \~\

It will be observedthat in the vertical plane tti.h"am"'184'hi.#1J.~~'~~r*,
. \

Wtthb!<the ~~tJ.t;l'~1!~r.so In th. .econd. half of the system thia was 41ctated \,

simply by the !ocallength of the shimmed. 'bending magnet. but in the lirat lei

the convergence was introduced deliberately 80 that off-momentum particles

would not strike the spectrometer d.eflection plates. The vertical mapification

of the firat system was 0.88. that of the ,econd, 1.68; the expected separation

between the pion and K- mesoft ima,ea was 0.336 in. for the first system, and

0.464 in. for the second.

Backgrounds

Thus far the discus.ioa has dealt primarily with what one might call the

tfrational tf beam. In -addition one expects the pre..nce of an "irrational ,. beam

due to pion. scattered from variou8 sur faces. emitted from. 80urces other than

the target. and muon. re8wtinl from 'It fJ. decayin aight. Because of the

large number of particles that eftter the channel and are available 101' seat.ring.

estimates of the intensity of the ''irrational tJ beam reaching thechamber are bound

to be unrelia.ble. Much effort was devoted tominimizin. the "irrational" beam.

However,a8 no serious calculations were macle and during the experiment no

time could be allotted to the determination of the efficiency of various coUimation
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arraniemonts, it ia quite po.sible th.at some of the precautions were unnecessary.

A dra.wing showing the location of all the collimators ie given in Fig. lZ.

The following "philo.ophytt was usedas a guide in the design of the

collimation system. It was assumed tbat the first separation system could not be

made veryeffective because of multiple sca.ttering in the thin windbw,

target halo, and scattering from bearn-defining coUimator8--all una.voidable in

the first stage. In the second. stale, on the other hand, th..e effects are not present.

Itseemed possible therefore to make the second stage essentially perfect. The aim

was then to arranle the second stage in such a way that a pion or muon coming

through the first slit could not pas. throulh the second, no matter what its

momen.tum. barring 'If' fJ- d.ecay or scattering from the vacuum chamber wana

nearthe final bending malnet. The method lor doi~gthi. is illustrated. in Fig. 13.

.Let K and "If be the K-m.eson and pion images at the proper beam momentum

and let '1ft be the image ofpion8 of some lower momentum pt.- The dotted

linea are the extreme trajectories of particles pa..inl through the "t image.

Clearly the lower trajectory juat beiPU8 to pas. through the K im.age. Hence

8cattered pions can get through the K slit only if their momentum deviation is

AP ~ Ip. -p I. Now. if the d.iepening action of the hend.ing Dlagnet is such that

particles with AP~ Ip.-pi are deflected beyond the lateral limite of the K sUt.

none can get throulh at all. This is aUllesteel by Fig. 13b. The purpose of the

vertical collimator in the third quadrupole was to limit & (Fig. 13&) for scattered

particles.

Although the second stage can be made opaque to pions and muons. at

least in principle, there still remains the possibility tha.t a pion coming through

the first slit decays before reaching the second andthedecaymuon passes

through the second elit. For a O.3l- in. -hi.h second slit the probability of this ia

0.6%, to 0.9% per pion admitted through the firat. It is therefore important to
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keep thenumber of pions transmitted through the first .ystem small even if

the second system is perle ct. The same requirement applies in ord.er that pion

scattering in the second stage be negligible comparea 'With the "rational it beam.

A rough calculation showl that. when pions hit 0.15 in. from the jaw. of a

uranium alit, N 1So/~ enter the slit through the side because of multiple scattering

(for muons this fraction VlO\-llDbe considerably greater, since they do not

suffer nuclear attenuation). Of the pions entering the first slit in this fashion,

only N l~~ are vritbin the solid angle accepted by the second separation stage.

For particle. entering th.: second slit through its siele the probability of passing

into the bu.bble chamber iel"J5%. Although these numbers are small, it seemed

desirable to8upprea.such particles more efficiently. ~"'or this reason the slits

and also some ol the critical collimators were made of Armco irQn and magnetized

so that negative particles paa.ing thrQugh the iron would be def1ect~d out 01 the

beam. To rec1uce tbe power requirements and to avoid stray field.s. side pieces

wereaddedinsucba. way that each 811t formed. a closed. magnetic circuit. In

Fil. 12. the dottea lines behind the slite and the iron collimators indica.te the

deflection of particles that havepas.edthrough the entire length of mapetic field.

Uranium block. were placed behind each of these magnetizeddevices to stop

the deflected particles.

In the vertical plane the collimation system of the firat stale consi.ts

of only one magnetized. iron (:ollixnator placed at the entrance to the first

quadrupole andbackedup by a uraniurn catcher at the center of the lens. The

collimator faces were sloped to aim at the edges of the virtual tarlet.

In the horizontal plane particles far remove<1lrom the beam momentum

a~.'e elimina.ted by two iron collimators placed ahead of the first quadrupole.

Since particle. pa..ing through the firat iron collimator at a large angle could

,
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be deflected into the general beam direction by the magnetic field in the

collimator iron, a u.ranium collimator was pla.ced ahead of it to cover the

critical region. A large a.mount of scattering due toolf-momentumparticles

was oxpected frolY! this collirnator system. Therefore another collin1ator

was placed aheadof the third quadrupole, at the point where the second quadrupole

forms an image of the front collima.tors. It wa.s expected that a large fraction of

these scattered particles. especially those in the critical n'lomentum region.

near the bea.m tnomenturn., could be removed in this fashion.

:f:t""inally,those particles whose mon1enta were close to the bea.:m

rnomentum were stopped in the momentum-dE.:fining collimator in the second

quadrupole. In tIDe connection it should be mentioned that the spectrometer

is a very efficient collimator itself. 1£a. parti ele has a :momentum such,that

it leaves the spectrometer pla.tes ironl the eid4: then, up~n leaving. it experience.

the magnetic force vrithout the bucking electric force. Henee it is deflected

sharply Qut,:<of the, mediah JIla:~.c!lbefore it bits thevacuum-cha.mberwall.

The mild convergenceof the beam between the plates was chosen so that pions.
would lea.ve the plates on the sides before they ~ollided with the upper plate

rega.rdless of their momentum.

The pions were deflected upwardin the fir$t spectrometer so that the pion

image of the target holder would not overla.p the K ima.ge. In the seCQnd stage

the pions were deflected down. 1'hiawas based on the idea tha.t those pions and

muons which managed to let th.rough the first slit iron would appear to enter

the second stage lx-om a sourCE: located somewhat above the first slit and would be

imaged somewhat lower at the second slit.
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Beam Testa ,

Alter the apparatus hadbeenassembledand aligned by means of optical

levels, and the vacuum systems hadbeenput into operation,the lenses were

refocused. using pions. The profile at the first slit position i8 shown in Fig. 14,

the counter size and, the position of the expected K -image are also indicated.

When thecountersize i. unfolded from this profile a full width of 0.166 in. at half

maximum is found. This image 8ize should be comparedwith a full width of

"",0.15 in. obtained by folding the demagnified image of the multiple-scattering

virtual sourceof 0.148 in. with the aberrations of the first stage. The second

stage was designed to be opaque to pions for a O.l-in. -high slit. However, thi8

would have caused a 3S~/ 1088 of K mesons; since a high K-meson yield

seemed more important than complete pion suppression. a O.ZOO-in. -high first slit was

chosen. The nature of the particles far out in the wings of the distribution was

investigated by an absorption experiment. which showed them to be pions and

muons in a ratio of roughly 3:1. At the position of the K slit. the flux is ,..~30/0 of

the value found at the pion peak and presumably consists m08tly of pions.

The image at the second slit had a full width at the half maximum of

.-vO.3Zin. as expectedfor a O.l-in. sourceand a magnificationof 1.68.

Accordingly. a O.3l6-in. -high second slit was selected.

Next. the deflection sensitivities of the spectrometer8 were determined

by observing the motion of the image out of the median plane when small

currents were sent through thespectrometer coils with no potential applied

to the plates. These were found to be 45 amp/in. and 32.5 amp/in. for the

first and second sta.ge, respectively; thesenumbers are in agreement with the

spectrometer excitation coefficient of 240 gauss in. lamp and the focallength8

of the second quadrupole and the bending magnet.
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When the system i. working properly the K mesone '° throup

unde£lected and the pioas experience a small mapetic force. This force can be

"mocked up Uwithout the need £Or an electric field by putting appropriate smaU

current. into the spectrometer.. The relative particle flux obtained by countin.

beh.ind the second 8lit aa the two spectrometer currents were iAcre.aed tosether

i8 shown in Fil. 15. The dotted line wal obtained by 8ubtractina the c,ouatin.

rate obtained. with a lZ-in. Ph absorber between the counters and ia thus

primarily 4u. to piona. Also shown. in the filure are the potential between the

plates corresponding to each current ..ulna and the expecte4 relative K l1ux

at the second 411t. Thus according to thee. measuremente a 33'1;pion back

ground and. a 67% muon background were expected. at 380 kv. The seconG ataa.

therelore suppressed pione by a factor 011000. The curve also sho.. that if

the currents are increa.ed by a .mall amount AI beyond the point at which

at the expense of a slight 10.. of K meeons. For example. if both curreats

K mesons satisfy Eq. (1), a con8iderable suppres.ion of pions can be achieved'

are increased by 1.50 amp. 30"~ of the K mesons are loet but the pion

backgroundia then only 11%.

In orderto steer the K mesonsthrough the two slits the.lollowin. method

was employed. Sandwiches of three 0.1 '-in. -highseintUlatore were mounted

80 that each was viewed by an individ.ual 1PZl photomultiplier. One such t'triad If

was mounted. on way. in front of each alit such that it could be displaced above or

below the e1it by an easily mealurable amount. The output currents of the photo-

multiplier char.ecl capacitors whose potentials were displayed. in succes8ioB on an

oscillograph by means of a relay-actuated. 8ampllni device. A photolraph of a

typical o.cillolraph trace Is shown in 11.1. 15. (The ctiaJc.~~g time of one of the

capacitors was lengthenect deliberately in order to avoid confusion between the two

triad..) Now, in orGel" tosteer K meson. throu.h the alita, the centel" 'triad"
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counters were firet placed in front of the elits, and the spectrometer currents

required to steer pione through the system werenote.. The 8pectrometer current.

were then increased. by a factor of 1.0765. correeponcUng to the ratio of pion and

K-meson velocities. At the .am. time the triads were Gi8plac:ed accordic. to

the known deflection sensit1vit.8 in such a way that the pion8 again struck the

center triad counters. The apparatus was then tunec1lor K mesons and the

triads servedas a pu1se-by-puls8 monitor ofpropersteering. The ay8tem

essentially amount. to using the piona a8 an electro8tatic voltmeter.

It remains to discus8 the results ofmeasurementsof the beam properties

using the bubble chamber itself. The total K l1ux throulh the chamberwas

readily obtained by counting K decay. and divicUng by the well-known decay

probability within the chamber (4.15%). Averaged over all kind. of operating

/ 10
conditions, the K flux during the experiment was 0.87 10 proton.. This

.flux i8 rou8h1y three times that expected. Since this greater yield is not

accompanied. by a better pion rejection than that precUcteci on the basis of Fig. 15. it

appears likely that the pion-flux e.tim~te u8edwas too conservative. The K-meeon

yield from the Ta tar let was ,y20'¥ohigher than that from. the Al tar,et. The pion

contaminations from the two target materials werethe same within errors.

The erOSB section for the production of 6 ray. with energy E, ~ 5.83 Mev

by a pion of -J 1.1 Bev / c ia 48 mb, while that for K. meSODS ie zero. Hence. when

a track 18 observed which bas a 8 ray with ES ~5.8) and then haa a nuclear

interaction, thetrackcan be id.entified as being due to a pion. Then, by use of

the approximate cr08. section of 43 rob for the production of visible two-pronged.
5

pion events given by Baggett, the total numberof pi ODSmay be deduced. The

\ \pion contaminations are given in Table I for two operatina conditions, (a) when

\ both spectrometerswere tuned to the K-meson peak and (b) when the current in

" the second spectrometer was mere...el. first by 3 amp and later by Z amp beyond

the K peak.
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In addition to K m.eSOA8 and piOA.. the 'beam contained a lar,e number of

muons, 80me sat_fyin.1 all beam crite:ria. some of con8iderab1y lower momentum.

etc. For the two operatiu. conditione the analysi. of all track. in two typical roUe

of film (about 350 pictures per roll) leads to the breakdown. liven in Table U.

Table I

Pion contaminationa

Spectrometer aettin.. TlIK Ratio

611 -= 0

All:: 0

All = 0

AIZ I: 2 to .3 amp

SO*11'°

8 . 11'ft)

Table U

Track analysis for two typical film. roUe

12
AIl ::: 61Z :: 0 6.8)( 10

All=: 0, 7.8A 1012
.6.IZ. 2 to 3 amp

37lZ

3597

Spectrometer
setting.

Proton.
on tar let

All
tracks

5Lee Ballett, Jr., ",- -p Elastic Scattering in Sin&le-Pion Production at 0.939 Bev/e
r

(theeis), UCaL..8302. May 28. 1958, unpublished.

Anal yais

Beam Beam Seam aeam
track. K metona pi OD.S mUODS

1467 534 201 731

lZ56 5" 3S 62.5
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For the Ge8ip of future beam. it is of con8iderable intereat to under-

stand how the pioDe found inthechambermana,e. to let there. The following

remarks summarizethe properti.. of the pion component:

(a) The pioDs are in a momentum band. :ranging from 1.1Z Bev/ c to 0.75 Bev/ c

with a relatively sharpuppereelge.

(b) PiODS of all momenta are uniformly distributed. in horizontal position in

the chamber.

(e) Pions tend to enter tbechamber 1.5 em higher than the K m..one.

An examination of Fig- 14 ahowe that some pions from the win.- of the

pion image are admitted to the second stale when the .,.tem i. tuned to K meson..

Owing to chromatic aberratioDs in the first sta.. these pions are likely to bave

deviationa of about Z'o from the centrlU momentum. Furthermore, the nonlinear

and chromatic: aberratiOD.& in the .econd quadrupole tend to cancel for hip

momenta, but a4d for low momeata; hence the momentum. in the win.- 01 the

pion image i8 likely to be z.,?clow. According to the discu..ion accompanyinl

ng. 13 such particles earmot come through the aeconeS 811t. But that discus.ion

did not include the nonlinear aberration. in the second .ystem; if thee. al'e

included 8uchparticles can. Juat 'barely .et throo... This explaiD.8 the .harp

uppermomentum edge of the piODS. The lower-momentumpions are then thoee

which pas.edthrough varying amount. of the .econd...lit~: iron. They arrive high

inthechamberbecause that is the only direction ift which they can escape the

magnetic field. in the collimator. If thi. i8 the correct explanation for the pion

component then the deci.ioD to deflect the pion8 ciownward in the second stage

might havebeenan incorrect one. .A:4examination of the vertical-plane optics

show. that (neglecting the eliJht conver..nee of the beam in the spectrometers

and difference. in focal lengths) if,becau8. of aberrations. an off-momentum

.
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particle manales to let from the tar,et to the first 8l1t alter being cieilected

upward in the firat spectrometer, then. by tymmet:ry. it will also pa.. through

the .econd slit provided the .pectrom.eter is arranged to deflect it down.

After the en4 of pC' experim.m tbe beam was tune. up for antiprotons.

At 380 kv the pion. would havebeen deflected. iuto the spectrometer platee.

which would have made the trIads useless and possibly wow4 have increaeecl. the

scattered-particle flux. For this reason the potential betw.en the plate. was

reciuce<l to ZOOkv. The ..iprotoa yield was then fount! to be 0.5 p /1011 protons,

ana the p :1f:... ra.tio with rather mi.la beam criteria was 33:7 :60. 8:

r

.

6S\ilamuth Ooldhaber, Lawrence Rad.iation Laboratory, private comn1\m1~ation.
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Legend.

.Fig. 1. Anale of deflection .F of pions relative to Kme.one. andG.p of

protons relative to K meeon. veraus momentum, Po I: VI/d, where V

i. the potential across the plates in Mv and 1. and d are the plate

length and separation, respectively.

Fig. 2. Simple optical arrangementslor use in connection with a velocity

spectrometer.

Fig.. 3. Schematic arransement for double separation system.

Fig. 4. Complete layout 01 1.17- Bev/ c K- beam.

Fig. S. Crosssection through .pectrom.eter.

Fig. 6. Photograph of spectrometer pla.te assembly.

Fig. 7. Spark-rate curve for ~ spectrometers.

Fig. 8. Chromatic aberrations of 8-in. quadrupole len.triplet.

Fig. 9. Nonlinear aberrations of I-in. quadrupole lens triplet.

Fig. 10. Nonlinear aberration of shimmed 'bencitna mapet.

Fig. 11. Schema.tic optics of 1.17-Bev/c 'beam.

Fig. 1Z. Arrangement of collimators for 1.17-Bev/c X- beam.

Fig.. 13. Sketch to illustrate scheme for making second separation stage opaque

to all picas.

Fig. 14. Mea.u~edbeam profile a.t the first slit poeition.

Fig.. 15. Measured pion atteQuation ot the eRtire apparatus.

Fig. 16. Tria.d display pattern.
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